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introduction

• It is a truth universally acknowledged…
• that I’ve called this talk “why are we
here?”
– I include as “we” those who would have been
here if they hadn’t been out ”Networking”
until 2:30am this morning

• I do mean the question quite literally:
why are any of us in this location
right now?
• This is actually a meaningful question…
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Deep and meaningful

Put another way

• Point of fact: you are All goinG to DIE
• Given this information, why are you
here? In this converted balLroOm?
• Why aren’t you in
–
–
–
–
–

paris?
China?
Darfur?
Bed?

World of warcraft?
• Hmm, I guess some of you are in there…
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Short answer

• Well, you’re here because you’re
mMorpg developers and this is a
mmorpg developers’ conference
– officially, “networked game development”
conference…

• [aside: I’m gonna call them virtual
worlds, not mMorpgs]
– I’m not giving up on my book’s title yet,
dammit!

• But this leads to another question:

Another question

• Why are you [mmorpg] virtual world
developers?
• Why aren’t you
–
–
–
–
–
–

regular game developers?
Novelists?
Truck drivers?
Nuclear power station software engineers?
Lawyers?
level 80 on runescape with 2 blue masks, 2 green
masks, 2 santa hats and a red party hat?
• “Because it would cost me $5,100 on ebay” (44 bids, 13 hours
to go, and simbatamer realLy wants it)
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hackers

•

Notice the subtitle

answers

• Some posSible answers:
–
–
–
–
–

You’re a vw developer Purely by acCident
You wanted a new chaLlenge
You get to create what you like to play
You’re only obeying orders
It’s part of your grand scheme for world
domination
– Developing virtual worlds is FUN!
FUN

• an impoSsible answer:
– For the money
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assumptions

• Ok, so let’s say you’re here willingly,
and you’re developing virtual worlds
because you want to
• This says something about you!
– of all the things you could have done, you
chose this particular thing

• You remember the tombstone, right?
• Why is Creating virtual worlds so
important to you you’ll spend some of
your one and only* life doing it?
– *Mileage for your religion may vary

The Duke of thrain

• Said he was lawful good, acted chaotic
good
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Some history

• Back in the early days of computing, a
hacker culture developed in computer
labs across the globe
– Described in steven levy’s book, hackers

• This was before the word “hacker” was
stolen by the media to mean “a nerd
who does bad things to computers”
• original hackers were people who
played with computers just for the
sheer joy of it
• I was such a hacker

appellation

• You only got to be a hacker if another
hacker calLed you a hacker
– You couldn’t declare yourself to be one
– A bit like the word CoOl at present

• My hacker qualification: The new
hacker’s dictionary describes a
program I co-wrote as a hack
• Quick show of hands: how many of you
know what a hack is?
• Ha! I Thought as much!
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Hacker ethic

• Levy identified the hacker ethic
– Access to computers should be unlimited
and total
– Always yield to the Hands-On Imperative
– All information should be frEe
– Mistrust AUTHORITY - promote
decentralisation
– Hackers should be judged by their hacking
– You can create ART and Beauty on a computer
– Computers can change your life for the
beTter

Whence hackerdom?

• Where did the hacker ethic come from?
• Answer: the hackers brought it with
them
• When I arrived at essex university in 1978,
there was an existing hacker culture
already in place
• I didn’t adopt it, though – i already
had it
– The Hacker ethic was just plain obvious
– It was my ethic as far as I was concerned
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Player types

• This is out of date now

Changing times

• 25 YEARS AGO, programming was not as it is
today…
• few toOls, few libraries, few
resources, few teams…
– I wrote a compiler as my final-year project

• You couldn’t succeed as a programmer unless
you loved programming
– Unless you regarded it as fun

• Only people with an inNate hacker’s ethic were
in that position
• Programming selected for hackers
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nowadays

• In d&D alignment terms, those original
hackers would be chaotic gOod
– Made their own rules
• Because they knew best!

– Acted for the benefit of humanity

• Next generation were lawful goOd
– Treated Programming as puZzle-solving
– Were still IDEALISTIC

• Today’s commercial programmers are
lawful neutral
– Do what the suits say, whatever they say

In defence of suits

• In common with many old-timers, I’m not
actually against suits per se
– Where else would you get $30m to develop
a game?

• Creative people are rarely good at
commerce
• But commerce-savvy people are even
more rarely good at creativity
• It’s not suits I object to, it’s suits who
call the CREATIVE shots
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Where are they now?

• So where have all the hackers gone?
– Can they really have just disapPeared?

• Well, they’ve not so much disappeared as
migrated
• Is there anywhere today that an idealistic,
maverick, creative genius with a love of
playing with systems can go?
• Yes, that’s right, they go into virtual
world development
– There’s actually a reason for this

furthermore

• Note that they do go elsewhere too
– At the frontiers, eg. mobile phone games
– Academia, although that’s often dispiriting

• There’s a very high concentration in
virtual world development, though
• This is not a coincidence!
• How did you get into the industry?
• For most people here, it’ll be because you
played the games
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World of warcraft

• world of warcraft, blizzard, 2004:

everquest

• Everquest, sony online entertainment, 1999
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dikumud

• Dikumud, copenhagen university, 1990

abermud

• Abermud, alan cox, 1987
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mud

• Mud, Roy trubshaw & richard bartle, 1978
– Usually called mud1 these days
Narrow road between lands.
You are stood on a narrow road between The Land and whence you came.
To the north and south are the small foothills of a pair of majestic
mountains, with a large wall running round. To the west the road
continues, where in the distance you can see a thatched cottage
opposite an ancient cemetery. The way out is to the east, where a
shroud of mist covers the secret pass by which you entered The
Land. It is raining.
*w
Narrow road.
You are on a narrow east-west road with a forest to the north and
Gorse scrub to the south. It is raining. A splendid necklace lies
on the ground.
*

perpetuation

• Isn’t self-aggrandizement wonderful?
• I’ve told you all this Because some of the
decisions roy and I made when we
wrote mud1 are still intact
• Example: why does wow have levels?
– Because eq had levels
• Because dikumud had levels
– Because abermud had levels
» Because mud1 had levels

• Mud1 had levels because I gave it levels
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propagation

• Much of the architecture and
gameplay of today’s virtual worlds is
the way it is only because, ultimately,
that’s how it was in mud1
• Not alL, obviously
– Dikumud introduced classes and races
– (M59 and) EQ introduced graphics
– Many other refinements
• Later designers often did it betTer than their
“parent” world

Code & culture

• It’s not just the code, though
• Why do players of wow call monsters
“mobs”?
• Because when I added monsters to mud1,
I called them mobiles (for “mobile
objects”)
– We got the word newbies that way, too

• The Culture of virtual worlds also
propagates from parent to child
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New player types

• This is the current version

Original culture

• The behaviour of players in a Virtual
world is shaped by its code and its
culture (which are inteR-related)
• Both of these are, to a large extent,
inherited from the parent virtual
world
– Immigrants from the Real world bring a
ton of culture with them too, of course

• Mud1 didn’t have a parent virtual world
– So where did its culture come from?
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hackers

• Mud1 got its culture from that of its
designers
– Roy trubshaw and I

• In other words, from The hacker
culture of the time
• It wasn’t all incidental, either
– Hacker culture didn’t get in through mere
osmosis
– We deliberately promoted hacker ideals
– Some of These persist to this day

example

• Example: freEdom of identity
• I saw mud1 as a way of giving people the
freedom to be who they want to be
– In other words, who they really are

• I therefore made it as open-ended as
possible
– No narrative, no rails to run on

• Virtual worlds still value freedom to be
– Deteriorating at the edges, though
• Classes, races, instanced dungeons, story arcs…
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Polly’s story

• Do I have time to tell polLy’s story?

freedom

• I wanted people to experience freedom
through playing virtual worlds
• With freedom comes understanding
• Furthermore, When people are freE, they
want others to be free
• People who haven’t known true freedom
absolutely LOVE it when they first get it
– But they have to learn what it means…
– And that Freedom is easy to lose, too…
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Seeds sown

• People bring much real-world culture
into virtual worlds
– Language, morality, social norms

• However, the traffic is not all one way
• People change in Virtual worlds
– They become more of who they are

• Some of what they learn there, they
bring back to the real world
• And What they learn is informed by
(ultimately) hacker ethics

Development tracks

• When they play virtual worlds, players follow
development tracks
griefer

networker

politician

friend

opportunist

scientist

planner

hacker

• They start off on the left and work their way
to the right
• Two end points: friends and hackers
– That word “hacker” was carefully chosen…

• The Hero’s journey – vw hackers ARE heroes!
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you

• You have played one or more virtual
worlds right the way through
• You’ve grokked the concept
• You are, for virtual worlds, a hacker
– or a friend
• or probably both, as the development paths extend
a little further right once you’ve “won”

• Ok, so You’d probably have been a hacker
anyway, given the chance
• But Virtual worlds gave you that chance!

A new path

• I didn’t want to disappoint you…
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The wheel turns

• you know what virtues virtual worlds deliver,
so now you want others to experience them
– Freedom, tolerance, individuality, imagination, art,
rebellion, understanding

• The basic ideals that you instil in your games
will affect your players
– MilLions of them

• Some of those will become designers and pass
these same ideals on to their players
– And so on, ad infinitum
• You thought my reference to world domination was a
joke?

Untouchable trio plus 1

• Aware they’re chaotic good, Unaware of
their effect on the world
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Not The full story

• Ok, so we’re close to answering the
question “why are we here”, but we’re not
quite there yet
• If humanistic altruism was aLl there
was to it, you’d be in darfur
• Assertion:
– players play virtual worlds to explore
their identities
– developers create them for the same
reason

Thus:

• You create virtual worlds because you can
put a piece of your soul into them
• Your virtual worlds are an
expression of you
– Your work reflects aspects of your
identity, beliefs, hopes, fears, demons…

• Through developing virtual worlds, you
develop yourself
• This puts you in a rare and
privileged position:
– that of artist
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The answer

• So, Why are we here?
• We’re here because we create virtual
worlds
• we create virtual worlds because that’s
the latter-day hacker’s medium for selfexpreSsion
• And we use that medium because we are
such latter-day hackers
– And We’re hackers because virtual worlds
select for hackers

The future

• Consider what’s going on here:
• You put a piece of yourself into your
virtual worlds
• People who play those worlds atTune
to that
– You speak to them through your game

• You’re talking to an audience of
millions
– aLl of whom want to listen

• You have REAL influence here!
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conclusion

• People: through your virtual worlds
you have the real world in your hands
– No, really, you do!

• You have great power at your disposal
– matched by your great responsibility
• You may be chaotic, but you’re chaotic gOod

• You can change the world – the
real world – for the better
• Just So long as you recognise what
you can do through your virtual
worlds…

Last slide

• …and so long as you don’t let the
suits design them!
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